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J .  Phys: Condens. Matter 5 (1993) L9I-L98. Printed in the UK 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Identification of radiative transitions in highly porous silicon 

P D J Calcott, K J Nash, L T Canham, M J Kane and D Brumhead 
Defence Research Agency (RSRE), St A n d m  Road, Malvern, Wrcs WR14 3PS, UK 

-Ned 18 December 1992 

Abstract We repon time-resolved photoluminescence spearoscopy oi highly porous 
silicon. Our results show that lhe luminescence is due to localized quantumanfined 
cxcilons in undulating ayslalline silicon wires. The resonantly excited photoluminescence 
spec” exhibits sateUite suuclure due to momentumsonsewing phonons of aystalline 
silicon. l3i.s p r w i d s  a desr signature of the crystalline-silimn elecuonic band Smcture. 
?he spin s l a t s  of Le localized exciton are split @ lhe elclron-hole exchange interaction. 
lhis splitting is manifested both in the strong dependence of the luminescence lifetime 
011 temperatuq and as an energy gap m B e  resonantly exated photoluminescence 
specuum. The aperimental splitting i in good agreement with the value calculated for 
a localiied miton  in aystalline silicon. 

The demonstration [ 11 of efficient visible luminescence from highly porous Si has 
stimulated a great deal of interest The attribution of this luminescence to quantum- 
confined camers in crystalline Si wires [l] has been supported by transmission electron 
microscopy [2] (EM) which shows the structure to consist of undulating columns of 
crystalline Si. Fit-principles calculations 131 for wires of the dimensions observed 
in EM account for both the quantum upshift of the luminescence energy and the 
radiative lifetimes. We report time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy 
which confirms the model of quantum confinement in crystalline Si. Our experiments 
show that the radiative states, even at room temperature, are localized excitons with a 
large exchange splitting. Our observation of momentumanserving phonon satellites 
provides clear evidence that the excitons are located in crystalline Si. 

The detailed results relevant to this paper come from studies of two samples. 
The first, called A in this work and no 4 in 121, was studied by EM. The second, 
B, was studied optically. Both were prepared by anodization of ptype Si (resistivity 
40 st cm) at 20 mA cm-* for 5 min in 20% ethanoic HF, either immediately before 
measurement (A), or two years prior to detailed measurement (B). Surface oxidation 
of B mer the period before measurement produced a more photostable structure 
and a greater quantum upshift than in A [4]. The porosity of the fresh layers was 
80%, and EM of sample A indicates [2] a crystalline Si wire structure with mriations 
of thickness on a length scale of - 40 k The average wire width is - 30 h, and 
the thickness variations are f10 k PL was excited with argon or dye laser light 
and timeresolved measurements were performed with an acousto-optic modulator, 
photomultiplier and a gated photon counter. Spectral lineshapes were corrected by 
reference to a calibrated source. 

@ 1993 British Ctown Copyright L91 
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We found that the PL spectrum consists of two overlapping bands with quite 
different lifetimes, marked S (slow) and F (fast) in figure 1. Band S, which comprises 
97% of the cw intensity, is the subject of most of our experiments and has properties 
similar to those repotted by others [5,6]. The lifetime of S (Q) is wavelength- 
dependent and - 30ps  at mom temperature. Band F, which has not previously 
been reported, has a lifetime faster than our experimental resolution of - 30 ns, 
and comprises only 3% of the intensity. Discussion of band F Win be deferred to 
a comprehensive publication. Figure 2(0) shows time-resolved PL in the high-energy 
tail of the PL spectrum, and clearly shows the two components of the PI., S and E 
The decay of band S is not a single exponential, but rather a distribution and so as 
in 161 we have taken the term lifetime to mean the time taken for the PL to decrease 
by a factor of e. We measured T~ at various PL photon energies in the range 1.7 eV 
to 2 4  eV, and over the temperature (2') range 2 K-287 K. Figure 2(b) plots In(..) 
versus 1/T and shows that the variation of T~ can be accurately fitted by modelling 
the initial states of PL as a two-level system with energy splitting A and lifetimes T~ 
(lower state) and ru (upper state). Figure 2(c) plots the level splitting A (extracted 
fmm the fit) against PL energy. Figure 2(d) plots r, and rL in the same way. rL is 
always much larger than q,. 

I .- - U( 

I 

n Laser 0 . F l g m  L The 3M) K PL spdrum of sample 
Time B. Bands S and F haw different lifctimm, 

rs and rp rrrpctively (sec text). The 

We also measured band S at low temperature (2 K) with selective laser excitation. 
PL spectra were measured for excitation energies hw, in the range 1.8 eV to 2 5  eY 
Figure 3 shows PL spectra as a function of kw, - hwp (where hw, is the PL photon 
energy), which is the sum of the energy lost by the excitons when they relax from 
the photocreated state to the luminescent state, and the energy lost to the lattice if 
the optical transitions are phonon-assisted. Thus figures 3(a), (b) can be interpreted 
as energy-loss spectra. Figure 3(0) shows that there is very little PL until a certain 
minimum value of energy loss is reached, following which the PL intensity increases 
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pigorr 2 (a) l)pical time-resolved PL at 3w K The discontinuous increase and decrease 
in the PI. intensity mlresponding to L e  start and end of the laser pulse (dashed tines) 
are due to band 5 which is of intensity "parable to band S at this photon energy. 
For mmparison, a similar measurement at the peak PL energy is included m the inset, 
and at this energy, band F is at6ent (cf Sgure 1). Excitation was with a mean p e r  
density of U) mW an-* of 2708 eV laser tight and a 1:l ma& to spa= ratio. (6) 
Ihe temperature dependence of %, the lifetime of band S. Each broken line is the 
fit of the data at a single PL energ to the model of a thermal-equilibrium No-level 
system with the upper-level Lifetime w ,  lower-level lifetime and energy splitting 
A of the levels as adjustable parameters. The ratio of the lower-state to upper-state 
degeneracies is assumed to be three. The fit is very good for each PL energy measured 
(these energies are given by the ordinates of L e  points plotted in figure Yd)). (c) The 
energy splitting A of the luminescent states derived from the !it to the temperature- 
dependence of % (Viangles), and from the onset of selectively excited PL (circles). The 
ditfemnce between L e  values of A obtained by the WO methods is disemed in the 
laf m e  dashed curve ir the exchange splitting calculated in a simple effective-mars 
theory with no adjuslable parameters (see text). (d) The lifetimes of the upper and 
h e r  luminescent states which mntribule to tend S. These values are derived hom the 
fit to the temperaturedependence of %. 

sharply. The value of this onset energy is plotted in figure 2(c) as a function of laser 
energy. Raising the temperature smears out the PL spectrum, and the onset is not 
discernible above 50 IC At larger values of Tw, - Twp, two further onsets are observed 

We propose the following theory to explain these results. The PL band S arises 
(figure 3 m  
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ngum 3. (U) An a m p l e  of the pL spedrum obsnved at 2 K with selective milation. 
The inset shavs the time pting used, with PL only being measured during the times 
when the Iaser is not illuminating the sample. Thus the measured intensity is that of 
the S band only, with no mntribution 6om the F band. Excitation was with a mean 
power density of 1 W of 2410 eV laser light and a 1:I mark to space ratio. Note 
the onset of PL at an energy l aa  of 23 meV. (b)  The PL spec" m d e d  at 2 K for 
a larger range of energy loss, with a laser energy fiu~ of 1.819 eV and a mean power 
density of 3 Wan-'. There are three strong on%& ?he first of lhese has the Samc 
Corm as lhe onset Sawn m Sgure 3(a), but occurs at a smaller value of energy loss, 
because h w ~  is smaller (figure Kc)). nlhc yeond and third onsels occur at energies e, 
Zf below the hat, where f = 56.3* 1.1 meV There are no onsets at higher multiples of 
6. This behaviour E obse~ed for Awr in the mnge 1.782 eV lo 2410 eV, corresponding 
lo first-0nset energies from 5.6 meV to 23 meV (figure Kc)). The slrength of the 
s sond  and third onsels relative lo the first decreases with increasing fiwi. and is wry 
small at hwl = 2.410 eV. W pmpose an aptanation in terms of the absorption and 
PL prmesa Sawn in the inset. The energies of the exciton states that are involved 
in these transitions are marked with dashed line& Zero-phonon absorption a r u m  into 
the singlet mmponenl Xs d the discrne b u n d  exciton state X, wfiile phonon-assisted 
absorption murs into the singlet mmponent YS of the discrete bound exciton sale Y. 
These absorption pnxsses are followed by relaxation into the lriplet states XT and YT 
respectively, and then Ly either rao-phonon or phonon-assisted PL The phonon-asisled 
proeases invoke momentumeonserving phonons of aystalline Si. The PL spcarum 
mnsisls of onsefs rather than sharp peaks because A is the inbibnuin value of energy 
that the exciton can Imc Ly relaxation. 

from the recombination of localized excitons which have an exchange splitting that is 
dramatically enhanced by quantum confinement The excitons are localized (even at 
room temperature) and given a considerable inhomogeneous PL linewidth [I by the 
thickness variations of the wires. The orbital degeneracy of the bulk Si valence band 
is completely lifted by quantum confinement [3], because the masses for different 
valence-band Bloch orbitals are different Thus both the electron and hole have spin :. Each localized exciton state is split by the exchange interaction [SI into a spin 
smglet and a spin triplet, with the triplet lower in energy. This leads to an immediate 
explanation of the Tdependence of rS. The upper and lower states used to fit rs are 
the singlet and niplet respectively, and A is the exchange splitting. The lifetimes rt 
and 7" are also explained. The singlet lifetime 7" is in reasonable agreement with 
tirst-principles calculations [3]. The radiative lifetime for a pure triplet state would 
be infinite, but the spin-orbit interaction mixes some singlet character into the triplet 
state making transitions weakly allowed. 
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The minimum energy loss (first onset energy) observed in selectively excited PL 

also has a simple interpretation. Excitons are predominantly photocreated in a singlet 
rather than a triplet state because the absorption strength is inversely proportional 
to the radiative lifetime and the singlet is 400 to 1200 times faster than the triplet, 
depending on the photon energy (figure 2(d)). At 2 K the thermal energy of the 
camers (kT = 0.17 meV) is negligible compared to A and so, following relaxation, 
the PL arises from the triplet state only. The first PL onset observed in the energy-loss 
spectrum (figure 3(a)) arises because the (fast) singlet states into which an exciton 
can be photocreated have a minimum energy separation from the (slow) triplet state 
which the same exciton occupies, after relaxation, when it recombines. This minimum 
energy separation is the exchange splitting A. The value of A deduced from the fust 
onset differs from that deduced from ~ ~ ( 7 ' )  (figure 2(c)) for the following reason. 
The luminescent excitons with a particular quantum upshift are confined by wires 
with a variety of shapes and sizes, and thus although these excitons have the same 
energy, they have a distribution of wavefunctions and exchange splitting. The first 
onset measured in the 2 K PL spectrum corresponds to the minimum A-value of 
the distribution, whereas the energy splitting deduced from T~ is a weighted average. 
The fust onset energy observed in the PL spectrum exists only when most of the 
PL comes from the triplet state. When T is raised to 50 K the singlet and triplet 
PL have comparable intensity and the first onset disappears. The optically detected 
magnetic resonance (ODMR) of the PL band behaves similarly. At low T, a monance 
consistent with a triplet state is observed [9]. The ODMR intensity decreases strongly 
with increasing T, and is unobservable at 80 K [9], consistent with the relative 
strengths of the singlet and triplet PL in our theory. 

The second and third PL onsets (figure 3(b)) can only be explained in terms of 
absorption and PL processes assisted by momentum-conserving phonons in crystalline 
Si (inset to figure 3(b)). The bulkSi crystal momentum that is conserved in such 
processes remains well defined because the dimensions of the quantum wires amount 
to many hulk Si primitive cells. The properties of quantum-confined excitons in 
crystalline Si Wires closely mirror those of excitons localized at point defects in bulk 
Si [IO]. Thus our theoly explains why 

(i) e = 56.3 A 1.1 meV, since, within experimental error, this equals the 
57.3 f0.4 meV energy of the Si "(A) phonons [Ill, 

(ii) coupling at other phonon energies is weak, since only the m(A) phonons 
give efficient phonon-assisted transitions [IO], 

(iu) the fust onset, rather than the laser line, is replicated, 
(iv) there are precisely two phonon satellites, since, for a momentum-conserving 

phonon, the absorption and PL processes each have precisely one strong phonon 
satellite [lo], and 

(v) the relative strength of the phonon coupling decreases with increasing laser 
energy, since the zero-phonon transition rate increases rapidly with increasing carrier 
confinement ([3, IO] and figure 2(d)). 

We emphasize that the number of phonon satellites, precisely two, demonstrates 
that the phonons are momentum-conserving phonons. Alternative interpretations, 
involving multiphonon (Huang-Rhys) satellites [IZ], or a hot-exciton cascade [13,14], 
are inconsistent with the observation of precisely two phonon satellites: if the first 
two satellites are strong, then strong higher-order satellites should also be observed. 

Both the value of the experimental energy splitting A and its trend with photon 
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energy are consistent with the exchange splitting calculated in effective-mass theory 
(EMT) for localized quantum-confined excitons in undulating crystalline Si wires. 
EMT gives [SI A = JJd3rl 'p(r,r)12 where 'p(Te,rh) is the envelope function for 
the exciton and J is twice the exchange integral per unit inverse volume for the 
conduction-band-minimum and valence-band-maximum states in bulk Si. We obtain 
a preliminary estimate of J as 7.0 x lo-% meV m3, from the 29 meV exchange 
splitting of the Cia-2 isoelectronic donor 1151 in bulk Si and the donor variational 
wavefunction of 1161, whose accuracy has been demonstrated by Faulher 111. For 
porous Si we first consider the PL peak at hw, = 1.72 eV, assuming that the initial 
state is an exciton localized at a typical local maximum in wire width (minimum in 
energy). Such a fluctuation is most easily approximated as a sphere of diameter D. 
In the fresh sample A, 121 shows that D - 35 8, The increased quantum upshift 
of PL in the aged sample B is due to surface oxidation, which reduces the size of the 
crystalline Si regions in which the camers are conlined. Following 131, D is reduced 
by - 5 8, 'p is taken to be that for an electron and hole perfectly confined to the 
sphere, neglecting correlation. This gives A = 13.9 meV This value is dramatically 
enhanced over the < 0.15 meV exchange splitting for the free exciton in bulk Si 1181 
both by quantum confinement and because the states of the latter exciton are not 
eigenstates of spin. Tb calculate A at other PL energies we assume that the localized 
excitons at different energies are conlined in structures that have the same shape 
and that differ only in length scale L. Neglecting the electron-hole interaction and 
deviations from EMT, the upshift due to quantum confinement is proportional to L-z,  
while the exchange splitting is proportional to L-3. Figure 2(c) shows the resulting 
relation A 0: (hw, - where Ez = 1.17 eV is the 2 K band gap energy of bulk 
Si and the constant of proportionality is fixed by the calculation at hp = 1.72 eV 
The calculated exchange splittings are clearly comparable to the experimental values, 
and exhibit the same trend with hw,, although exact agreement with experiment is 
not expected given the approximations that we have made. 

There is no natural explanation of the energy splitting A as anything other than an 
exchange splitting. A is much smaller than the energy splitting of states with different 
confinement or Coulomb energies, since these energies are large for quantum- 
confined states in narrow (- 30 .&) wires Thus excitation energies corresponding 
to different envelope functions, e.g. intersubband excitation energies 131, or binding 
energies of excitons 13,191, donors or acceptors are expected to be 100 meV or larger. 
The small energy splitting A can only correspond to a weak perturbation which lifts 
the degeneracy of exciton states with the same envelope function. Within the model 
of localized quantum-mnfined excitons in a aystallie Si structure, excitons have spin 
degeneracy and conduction-band valley degeneracy only. The perturbations that lift 
these degeneracies are the electron-hole exchange interaction and the valley-orbit 
interaction respectively. Studies of the PL at 2 K in magnetic field (B) confirm that 
A is the exchange splitting and not an orbital splitting. At B = 9.6 T the lifetimes 
and intensity were the same as at B = 0, the first onset of band S was still clearly 
visible and the PL was weakly circularly polarized. If A is the exchange splitting, then 
the luminescent state at 2 K is the spin triplet, and the only effect of the magnetic 
field on the inhomogeneously broadened PL band is to induce drcular polarization. 
However when the environment of the exciton has low symmetry, as it does in porous 
Si, the degree of circular polarization is expected to be weak, in agreement with our 
experiments. Weak circular polarization is also found for triplet excitons localized at 
defect complexes in bulk Si 1201. The attribution of A to an orbital splitting would not 
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be consistent with experiment. If the exchange splitting A, of the lower state were 
very small the Zeeman splitting of the triplet would lead to a strong dependence 
of the radiative lifetime on B. A larger value of Ae would be manifested in the 
"dependence of ts and in the selectively excited PL 

The PL arises from localized excitons and not from localized electrons and holes 
with a significant spatial separation. The theory of localized excitons accounts for 
the singlet radiative lifetime [3] and the exchange splitting. Separated electrons and 
holes, in contrast, have a much longer lifetime 1211, and a much smaller exchange 
splitting [SI because the overlap of their envelope functions decreases exponentially 
with separation [SI. 

Our theory complements that of Vial et a1 [22], which accounts for the decrease 
in PL efficiency as T is increased from 300 K to 500 IS, in terms of an increase in 
non-radiative recombination with increasing 7'. Our own measurements of efficiency 
between 2 K and 300 K show that the decline in efficiency begins at ux) K. The 
radiative efficiency of our material at 300 K is still high [3], and the fit of figure 2(b) 
is not significantly altered if these high-temperature non-radiative processes are taken 
into account 

Our results provide compelling evidence in favour of the theory that the 
luminescent states are quantumzonfined excitons in crystalline Si. The points of 
agreement between this theory and experiment are 

(i) the natural explanation of the size and photon-energy-dependence of T ~ ,  'T" 

and A, 
(ii) the number and energy of the onsets observed in PL, 
(i) the relative intensities and photonenergydependence of these onsets, details 

of which will be presented in a future publication. 
In particular, the identilication of momentum-conserving processes of crystalline 

Si shows that both the phonon and the luminescent exciton are located in crystalline 
Si and hence it provides a clear signature of the electronic bandstructure of crystalline 
si 

This result shows that the exciton cannot be confined to a surface layer of different 
chemical composition or atomic structure, and, together with the energy upshift 
of the PL [l-31, and the - 30 %, wire width found in TEM [2], demonstrates that 
the luminescent states are quantum-conlined excitons in aystalline Si wires. Our 
calculations for such excitons show that the large exchange splitting is an inevitable 
property of the luminescent exciton, and so the energy splitting and lifetimes that we 
observe can be explained naturally in terms of the simplest possible quantummnfined 
excitonic state. 

In conclusion, our measurements show that the main PL band of porous Si 
arises from the recombination of localized excitons in undulating crystalline Si wires. 
Quantum confinement in this structure causes the large upshift of the PL energy into 
the visible spectrum, and the large exchange splitting of the exciton that we have 
ObSeNed. 
We thank M I J Beale, T I Cox, A G Cullis and D R Wight for a critical reading of 
the manuscript. 
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